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Abstract

Audio based event recognition becomes quite challenging in
real world noisy environments. To alleviate the noise issue,
time-frequency mask based feature enhancement methods have
been proposed. While these methods with fixed filter settings
have been shown to be effective in familiar noise backgrounds,
they become brittle when exposed to unexpected noise. To
address the unknown noise problem, we develop an approach
based on dynamic filter generation learning. In particular, we
propose a dual stage dynamic filter generator networks that can
be trained to generate a time-frequency mask specifically cre-
ated for each input audio. Two alternative approaches of train-
ing the mask generator network are developed for feature en-
hancements in high noise environments. Our proposed method
shows improved performance and robustness in both clean and
unseen noise environments.

Index Terms: dynamic filter network, feature enhancement,
dual stage, audio recognition

1. Introduction
Sound event recognition is an important area in audio analysis
with many monitoring and surveillance applications [1, 2, 3].
In real audio streaming recognition environment, most of au-
dio streams contain noise resulting a degradation in recognition
performance. To alleviate this, various noise reduction methods
have been developed. As a statistical approach, Wiener filter
[4] and MMSE spectral amplitude estimator [5] were employed
for noise reduction. As the algorithms focused on discovering
statistical differences between target audio and noise, a high or-
der statistical method based on kernel functions was proposed
[6]. While demonstrating reasonable performance, this method
required manually designed kernel functions. However, with
the advent of deep learning framework, high order information
can be automatically learned by multi layer perceptrons and
can be applied to noise reduction. Sum et al. [7] introduced
a separable auto encoder to estimate unseen noise by separat-
ing target audio and noise components with the prior knowl-
edge about differences between target and noise. Badi et al. [8]
proposed a skip-connection denoising auto-encoder to estimate
enhanced acoustics features by applying Correlation Distance
Measure as a penalty term to increase dependency between the
clean and enhanced features. Also, an iterative model based
on Griffin-Lim algorithm [9] and a generative model-based ap-
proach [10, 11] have been applied for audio feature enhance-
ment. However, as these deep learning methods require prior
knowledge about noise, their performance varied depending on
the noise model assumption. To mitigate this limitation, robust

feature enhancement approaches have been proposed for imple-
mentation in deep learning [12, 13]. In the proposed methods, a
spectral mask is extracted by a neural architecture and element-
wise multiplication is performed between the spectral mask and
the input feature on the front end of the network. As the neu-
ral architecture is optimized by using the classifier loss func-
tion, the spectral mask is trained to enhance salient components
for robust and improved downstream classification process. Al-
though the spectral mask approach showed improved perfor-
mance without any prior knowledge of noise, fixed parameters
of the spectral mask upon completion of the training process
may hinder its ability to generalize effectively over a variety of
input noise types. We propose to mitigate the fixed parameter
problem by using a Dynamic Filter Network (DFN) [14]. In the
DFN framework, filter parameters of a neural network for gen-
erating spectral mask are produced by another neural network
called ”Filter Generator.” Through supervised training, the Fil-
ter Generator is trained, but the network weights of the spectral
mask are varied as output of the Filter Generator produces filters
conditioned on input features. Thus the network dynamically
adjusts the spectral mask conditioned on each input to enhance
salient features for improving the classification performance.

However, directly applying DFN with a single pass spectral
mask generation might not be adequate for sufficient improve-
ment in downstream classification performance. The effective-
ness of the Filter Generator and the spectral mask may get sig-
nificantly degraded when input features contain high noise con-
tent. Some research efforts [15, 16] showed that an iterative
mask estimation (IME) framework improve the performance
of time-frequency mask. Therefore, we propose a dual stage
dynamic feature enhancement method based on iterative learn-
ing [16, 9] and cascade learning [17] to further enhance effec-
tiveness of the spectral mask. Our proposed method is tested
against the Urbansound8k [18] dataset with seven noise types
[19] at five levels of SNRs. The results show that our method
achieves not only 5% improvement in clean environment but
also attains superior results in most of the noisy environments
over the prominent methods compared. The followings are the
key contributions of our effort:
1. We propose a novel time-frequency based feature enhance-
ment architecture based on the concept of dynamic filter gener-
ation.
2. We develop a novel structure of dynamic filter generation
by integrating multiple filter generators and associated training
strategies to significantly improve performance in noisy acous-
tic environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is described in Section 2. The proposed method,
experimental process and conclusion are described in Sections
3, 4 and 5 respectively.
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2. Related work

2.1. Spectral masking

Spectral mask is a type of filter that can be applied to spec-
tral representations [20] and we apply it here for enhancing
noise invariant signals from a time-frequency feature prior to
the classification process. Li et al. [12] introduced a mask esti-
mation based on a fully-connected network which adopted Lin-
ear Input Network (LIN) to reduce mismatch between train and
test data. Shon et al. [13] tried to separate an enhancement
model and a classification model by using a pre-trained struc-
ture. Upon completion of pre-training, the parameters of the
pre-trained classification model are fixed and only the parame-
ters of the enhancement model are optimized by using a cross
entropy loss [21] between prediction and label. In the output
layer of the enhancement model, a sigmoid activation function
was employed to perform attentive normalization with respect
to the loss function. Although those methods showed perfor-
mance improvements in noisy environment, static filters fixed
from training may limit the performance in test stage when the
input contains high noise content. For improving classification
performance in distorted domain, we adopt DFN to handle un-
seen noise in the input.

2.2. Dynamic filter network

DFN is a type of filter adaptation method for deep neural net-
work [14]. Instead of learning the filter parameters, they are
generated by another neural network model to mitigate the fixed
parameter problem in test stage. DFN consists of a filter genera-
tion model trained from training data and a dynamic filter layer
which is the output of the generation model. Upon training,
therefore, the filter generation model generates a dynamic filter
per each audio input. Sharma et al. [22] tried to enhance an
image feature in the dynamic framework to improve the clas-
sification performance. Instead of directly using handcrafted
pre-processing technique, they generated dynamic filters which
transformed YCbCr features to target pre-processing features.
A CNN-FC model generates dynamic filters and a CNN based
dynamic layer transformed YCbCr features. Classification was
then performed in an end-to-end fashion. The entire learning
parameters were optimized by a reconstruction loss which was
based on Mean Square Error (target reference and represented
feature) and a cross entropy loss (label and prediction) function.

Our approach is inspired by the dynamic filter development
network by Jia et al. and others [14, 22], and the mask learning
architecture by Shon et al. [13]. We propose a dual stage dy-
namic mask generator based feature enhancement concepts by
considering both a cascade dual stage learning and an end-to-
end shared generator weight learning to improve performance in
noisy environments. To the best of our knowledge, our approach
is the first to apply DFN in constructing the spectral mask for
noise mitigation in audio classification.

3. Proposed method

In our proposed Dynamic Feature Enhancement (DFE) model,
a filter generation network generates a dynamic filter for the dy-
namic filter layer. Then, the dynamic mask is multiplied with
input T-F features and the results are fed to a pre-trained clas-
sifier. The key feature of our method that enables it to perform
well in noisy condition is by using a dual stage filter generation.

Input
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Spectral
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Figure 1: The process of dynamic filter enhancement model

3.1. Dynamic feature enhancement

Our proposed model has two main parts: a filter generator and
a dynamic layer. The process of filter generation network is as
follows:

w∗
t = σ(f(· · ·, (f(σ(f(xt, w1)), w2)) · · ·, wN ), (1)

where xt presents t-th data instance in mini-batch and wi’s are
learning parameters. The notation of N presents the number of
layers. f(·) and σ represent each CNN layer and nonlinear acti-
vation respectively. CNN layers extract features by using xt and
wi, then feature averaging is performed. This process makes
output feature map as a fix length of a dynamic vector which
is time independent. After obtaining the vector, a FC layer is
implemented to generate the dynamic filter (w∗

t ) which follows
similar enhancement structure as in [13], and the architecture is
as follows:

mt = σ(f(· · ·, σ(f(σ(f(x1, w
∗
t1)), w

∗
t2)) · · ·, w∗

tN ), (2)

where w∗
ti’s are the dynamic weights of the CNN. We apply

dilated CNN layers in both the filter generator and the dynamic
filter layer for extracting a high dimensional feature map, which
is then reduced to one dimensional feature space by using a 1D
CNN and sigmoid function. The reduced feature map (i.e. spec-
tral mask) is multiplied with an input feature, thereby enhancing
input features as shown by the following expression.

x∗
t = xt �mt, (3)

where notation � indicates element-wise multiplication. Fi-
nally, the enhanced feature (x∗

t ) is fed to the pre-trained clas-
sifier. For the model training, DFE architecture is trained by a
cross entropy loss function which is the same loss function for
training the classifier, thus the process would ensure consistency
of classification.

3.2. Feature normalization

Due to the dynamic filtering proposed here, batch normaliza-
tion [23] may not be effective in our model as the adaptation
parameters for test phase should reduce a flexibility of the
DFE process. Therefore, we follow Layer Normalization [24]
framework in the dynamic layer. A zero mean unit variance
normalization is performed per each input, and scale and bias
parameters are obtained from the filter generation model.

3.3. Multi operation of DFE

Feature enhancement can be further improved by repeating the
enhancement process via an updated mask as salient features
may remain invariant in the enhancement process while noise
can be further reduced. We consider some alternatives in this
idea, and proceed with two following options.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of multi operational DFE

a. Dual staged Cascade Learning (DCL) is a pipeline which
optimizes a shallow architecture by using a layer-wise learning
process [17] done in two stages as shown in Figure 2(a). Once
Filter Generator 1 is trained, the whole network cascades to the
next stage training of Filter Generator 2 while the weights of
Filter Generator 1 is frozen. Since only one filter generator is
trained at a time, the learning process is more stable.
b. Dual staged Shared weight Learning (DSL) adopts an end-
to-end iterative learning strategy [9], by training two filter gen-
erators with shared weights done simultaneously as shown in
Figure 2(b). The training process is more efficient compared to
DCL since it is an end-to-end model.

4. Experimental process
Database and segmentation: Urbansound8K contains 10
classes of sound events with each class containing 10 sets of
data. We use first to 8th set as training datasets, 9th set as de-
velopment dataset and 10th set as test dataset. All audio clips
are uniformly converted to a mono type and at 16KHz sampling
rate. Also, 4 second segmentation is performed by using zero
padding. Then, spectrograms are generated in a sliding window
fashion using Hamming window with 512 points for 256 steps.
This process gives an output spectrogram of size 257×248 and
a Mel spectrum of size 40×248 is obtained by using a filterbank
process. After that, Min-Max normalization is performed. The
normalized Mel spectrum is utilized as an input feature in our
experiment. For noise dataset [19], 7 types of noise audios with
5 different SNRs are utilized for the test environment. The noise
audios are artificially combined with only test dataset to evalu-
ate the performance of unseen noise condition.
Computational setup: All our experiments are done by ex-
ploiting Tensorflow Deep learning package, and training is per-
formed on RTX 2080-Ti GPU. In training process, we use 64
batch size, 100 epochs and ADAM optimizer [25] with 0.001
learning rate for parameters training.

4.1. Implementation detail

Filter generation model: The filter generation model consists
of 3 dilated CNN layers and 10 FC layers. Each FC layer gen-
erates different parameters of the dynamic filter layers and the
output dimension of FC is the dynamic filer size. At the end
of every layer, batch normalization, Max Pooling and ReLU ac-
tivation [26] are performed. All the CNN layers have a 3×3
kernel and stride of 1×1. The dimension of kernel is sequen-
tially designed by [12, 72, 256] manner and the dilation size is
sequentially designed by [6, 4, 1] manner. Except the first Max
Pooling layer, which has 3×3 kernel and stride of 2×2, all the
Max Pooling layers have a 3x4 kernel and stride of 2×3. After

that, feature averaging is performed to obtain 256 dimensional
feature vector. First through fifth FC layers (FC 1 to FC 5) gen-
erate CNN parameters in the dynamic filter layer while sixth
through tenth FC layers (FC 6 to FC 10) generate scale and bias
factors for the feature normalization in the dynamic filter layer.
Dynamic filter layer: The dynamic filter layer consists of 5
dilated CNN layers. The shape of dynamic filters is converted
from a vector which is an output feature map of the neural net-
work to a two dimensional tensor for CNN implementation.
The output of FC 1 to FC 5 in the filter generation model are
assigned to weights of CNN layers in the dynamic filter layer
and the output of FC 6 to FC 10 in the filter generation model
are assigned to weights of an affine transform for the feature
normalization respectively. At the end of every layer, the fea-
ture normalization and a ReLU activation are performed. At
the last layer of the dynamic filter, a sigmoid activation [21] is
performed. All the CNN layers have a 3×3 kernel and stride of
1×1. The dimension of kernel is sequentially designed by [24,
96, 96, 96, 1] manner and the dilation size is sequentially de-
signed by [1, 2, 4, 8, 1] manner. The dimension of an affine
transform follows the dimension size of the CNN kernel.

4.2. Baseline method

For baseline models for comparison to our proposed model, we
employ CNN-FC and Statistic Feature Enhancement (SFE).
CNN-FC: CNN-FC is composed of 5 CNN layers with 3×3 size
of filters, 3 times of max pooling and FC layer with softmax nor-
malization for finial decision. In CNN layer, the dimension of
CNN kernels are designed by [12, 36, 72, 96, 96] manner. In
max pooling layer, excepting the 1th layer which has 3×3 kernel
and stride of 2×2, 3×4 kernel and stride of 2×3 filter is utilized
into the 3 and 5th layer. This structure is considered as a pre-
trained model for the other feature enhancement methods.
Statistic Feature Enhancement: SFE is a feature enhancement
method which is based on [13]. The enhancement model fol-
lows the same structure as described in dynamic filter layer.

4.3. Result and discussion

The experiments are designed to demonstrate a performance
of our proposed method in both clean and noisy environments.
The classifier is first trained and validated by the development
dataset. The classifier weights are then frozen for the rest of the
training process. Figure 3 shows the Mel spectrum features of
(a) clean input, (b) noisy input (clean + 5dB pink noise), (c) SFE
enhanced features, (d) DCL enhanced features, and (e) DSL en-
hanced features respectively. When comparing SFE and DCL
features, DCL method shows better noise reduction effect. Al-
though the DSL enhanced features seem to show different Mel
spectrum structures compared to the clean input, the method re-
sults in consistently better classification performances in most
cases as shown in Tables 1 and 2. It can be interpreted that

Table 1: Performance comparison in classification rate among
various implementations of dynamic filter layer and baseline
models

CNN-FC SFE DFE DCL DSL

Dev 76.47 78.79 76.34 76.34 78.55
Test 73.84 74.79 76.94 77.65 78.85

Difference 2.63 4.0 0.6 1.29 0.3
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(a) Clean Feature (b) Noisy Feature (c) SFE Feature (d) DCL Feature (e) DSL Feature

Figure 3: Comparison of enhanced feature

Table 2: Performance comparison in classification rate over various noisy environments

SNR Method Noise
Babble F16 Factory1 Factory2 Leopard Pink Destroyer

20

CNN-FC 74.07 73.48 73 73.48 73.36 73.72 73.84
SFE 75.03 74.55 74.79 75.03 74.79 75.15 74.79
DFE 76.94 76.58 77.18 76.94 77.54 76.82 77.54
DCL 76.94 76.82 76.94 77.9 78.49 77.42 77.66
DSL 79.33 78.73 78.97 79.09 78.97 79.09 79.09

15

CNN-FC 73.72 73.84 72.64 72.64 73.72 72.64 73.95
SFE 74.07 74.43 73.95 73.95 74.79 74.07 74.12
DFE 76.7 77.3 76.46 76.46 76.7 76.7 75.87
DCL 76.58 77.3 76.82 77.3 77.18 77.18 76.58
DSL 78.97 78.85 78.97 78.38 79.09 79.57 79.45

10

CNN-FC 71.45 73.6 71.45 72.28 72.88 69.89 71.21
SFE 74.07 73.84 73.84 74.31 73.48 73.48 73.72
DFE 75.27 75.75 75.15 77.18 75.87 75.15 75.51
DCL 75.39 76.34 74.91 76.58 76.34 75.51 76.11
DSL 79.33 77.54 77.9 79.21 78.02 78.38 79.21

5

CNN-FC 71.32 70.61 68.82 70.37 72.88 63.32 66.67
SFE 73.36 70.97 68.70 71.68 72.76 64.40 67.26
DFE 70.97 73.3 69.18 73 75.75 67.26 70.49
DCL 71.21 72.76 68.58 73.24 76.22 67.98 70.49
DSL 76.22 72.4 73.12 78.26 78.73 75.03 76.7

0

CNN-FC 67.98 60.81 61.41 69.41 70.25 55.44 61.29
SFE 68.46 62.72 61.17 69.30 69.41 55.20 60.33
DFE 68.1 64.52 64.52 70.13 71.18 62.27 64.16
DCL 68.46 64.52 64.76 70.01 72.16 61.89 64.16
DSL 68.45 64.16 65.35 72.52 72.88 60.93 66.43

the method effectively highlights salient features crucial in the
classification process better than the other methods.

Table 1 compares the performance among the learning
methods based on the developmental and the test datasets in
clean environment. Our proposed methods show improved re-
sults in test conditions over the other state-of-the-art methods.
Additionally, our models show some signs of generalization ca-
pabilities considering that both models performed better for the
testset. Table 2 presents the performance over various noise
types and SNR levels. Except for few cases, it shows that our
represented features are more robust to unseen noise over the
state-of-the-art methods. DSL shows the overall best improve-
ment among the methods considered. Since DCL is trained by
adding an additional training stage to DFE, the added step by the
cascade training can be attributed to its improved performance
over DFE. In summary, the DFN approach for feature enhance-
ment we propose here shows robustness to domain change due
to unseen noise and also exhibits generalization properties. In
addition, the dual stage operations are shown to achieve perfor-
mance improvement over the single DFE methods.

5. Conclusions
The performance of most of the current audio enhancement
methods falter when input streams contain unseen noise. These
are primarily due to fixed parameters in their enhancement pro-
cess, and we addressed the issue by proposing a dynamic filter
learning approach. The proposed method demonstrated that it
not only improves classification performance but also exhibits
less sensitivity to domain change. A key insight shown in our
effort was that the dual stage learning improves in highlighting
salient features for event classification in noisy condition.
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